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“CocoaAction Overview”

Conference Moderator:
Lucas Simons, NewForesight
Introduction By:
Bill Guyton, World Cocoa Foundation

CocoaAction Vision: Towards a rejuvenated cocoa sector
A rejuvenated and economically
viable cocoa sector, starting in Ghana and Côte d’Ivoire and
then other cocoa producing countries, that can compete with alternative
crops and provide opportunities to cocoa farmers and cocoa communities.
Alignment with governments and donors
The base productivity and community package reach at least 300,000 cocoa farmers and their communities

Base productivity package that allows:

Base community package that enables:

At least 300,000 of cocoa farmers are on track to
become professional farmers with improved
productivity and income by 2020

By 2020 the cocoa growing communities of at least
300,000 cocoa farmers are on track to become
thriving communities, where children go to school and
women have a fair share of economic opportunities

KPI framework and cocoa reference standard, that help to assess
the process, the strategy and the impact
Reinforcing
interdependency between
productivity and
community package

Commitment to at least
the minimum integrated
approach (all elements
for each package)

Field level delivery is
context specific and
customized
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Increased harmonization
of company and PPP
programs to WCF
CocoaAction strategy
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“CocoaAction: A Focus on the
Productivity Package”
Moderator:
Taco Terheijden, Cargill Cocoa & Chocolate
Panelists:
Darrell High, Nestlé
Gilbert Sindjou, ADM Cocoa

CocoaAction Vision: Towards a rejuvenated cocoa sector
A rejuvenated and economically
viable cocoa sector, starting in Ghana and Côte d’Ivoire and
then other cocoa producing countries, that can compete with alternative
crops and provide opportunities to cocoa farmers and cocoa communities.
Alignment with governments and donors
The base productivity and community package reach at least 300,000 cocoa farmers and their communities

Base productivity package that allows:

Base community package that enables:

At least 300,000 of cocoa farmers are on track to
become professional farmers with improved
productivity and income by 2020

By 2020 the cocoa growing communities of at least
300,000 cocoa farmers are on track to become
thriving communities, where children go to school and
women have a fair share of economic opportunities

KPI framework and cocoa reference standard, that help to assess
the process, the strategy and the impact
Reinforcing
interdependency between
productivity and
community package

Commitment to at least
the minimum integrated
approach (all elements
for each package)

Field level delivery is
context specific and
customized
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Increased harmonization
of company and PPP
programs to WCF
CocoaAction strategy

CocoaAction Vision: Towards a rejuvenated cocoa
sector

A rejuvenated and economically
viable cocoa sector, starting in Ghana and Côte d’Ivoire and
then other cocoa producing countries, that can compete with alternative
crops and provide opportunities to cocoa farmers and cocoa communities.

GAP

Alignment with governments and donors

The base productivity and community package reach at least 300,000 cocoa farmers and their communities

Base productivity package that allows:
At least 300,000 of cocoa farmers are on track to
become professional farmers with at least 100200% increased income by 2020
KPI framework and cocoa reference standard, that help to assess
the process, the strategy and the impact
Reinforcing
interdependency between
productivity and
community package

Commitment to at least
the minimum integrated
approach (all elements
for each package)

Field level delivery is
context specific and
customized

Increased harmonization
of company and PPP
programs to WCF
CocoaAction strategy

“CocoaAction: A Focus on the
Community Development Package”

Moderator:
Stina Nilsson, Global Engagement Services
Panelists:
Chris McGrath, Mondelēz International
Marina Morari, Barry Callebaut
Nick Weatherill, International Cocoa Initiative

CocoaAction Vision:
Towards a rejuvenated cocoa sector

A rejuvenated and economically
viable cocoa sector, starting in Ghana and Côte d’Ivoire and
then other cocoa producing countries, that can compete with alternative
crops and provide opportunities to cocoa farmers and cocoa communities.
Alignment with governments and donors
The base productivity and community package reach at least 300,000 cocoa farmers and their communities

Base productivity package that allows:

Base community package that enables:

At least 300,000 of cocoa farmers are on track to
become professional farmers with improved
productivity and income by 2020

By 2020 the cocoa growing communities of at least
300,000 cocoa farmers are on track to become
thriving communities, where children go to school and
women have a fair share of economic opportunities

KPI framework and cocoa reference standard, that help to assess
the process, the strategy and the impact
Reinforcing
interdependency between
productivity and
community package

Commitment to at least
the minimum integrated
approach (all elements
for each package)

Field level delivery is
context specific and
customized

Increased harmonization
of company and PPP
programs to WCF
CocoaAction strategy

CocoaAction Vision:
primary
education

Towards a rejuvenated cocoa sector

A rejuvenated and economically
viable cocoa sector, starting in Ghana and Côte d’Ivoire and
then other cocoa producing countries, that can compete with alternative
crops and provide opportunities to cocoa farmers and cocoa communities.
Alignment with governments and donors

The base productivity and community package reach at least 300,000 cocoa farmers and their communities

child labor
prevention
Base community package that enables:
By 2020 the cocoa growing communities of at least
300,000 cocoa farmers are on track to become
thriving communities, where children go to school and
women have a fair share of economic opportunities

women’s KPI framework and cocoa reference standard, that help to assess
the process, the strategy and the impact
empowerment
Reinforcing
interdependency between
productivity and
community package

Commitment to at least
the minimum integrated
approach (all elements
for each package)

Field level delivery is
context specific and
customized

Increased harmonization
of company and PPP
programs to WCF
CocoaAction strategy

Community Development Package:
Outcomes
Longer-Term
OUTCOMES

Shorter-Term
OUTCOMES
Primary Education

Thriving Communities
Next Generation Farmers

Attendance and enrollment of
school-aged children in primary
schools increases.

Child Labor
Child labor decreases.

Women’s Empowerment
Women are increasingly influential
within the community and farmer
organizations, share in decisionmaking in households, and benefit
from income-generating activities.

“Measuring Progress Toward Sustainability”

Moderator:
Kip Walk, Blommer Chocolate
Panelists:
Edouard N’guessan, Le Conseil du Café-Cacao
Edwin Afari, World Cocoa Foundation
Michiel Hendriksz, ADM Cocoa

CocoaAction Vision: Towards a rejuvenated cocoa sector
A rejuvenated and economically
viable cocoa sector, starting in Ghana and Côte d’Ivoire and
then other cocoa producing countries, that can compete with alternative
crops and provide opportunities to cocoa farmers and cocoa communities.
Alignment with governments and donors
The base productivity and community package reach at least 300,000 cocoa farmers and their communities

Base productivity package that allows:

Base community package that enables:

At least 300,000 of cocoa farmers are on track to
become professional farmers with improved
productivity and income by 2020

By 2020 the cocoa growing communities of at least
300,000 cocoa farmers are on track to become
thriving communities, where children go to school and
women have a fair share of economic opportunities

KPI framework and cocoa reference standard, that help to assess
the process, the strategy and the impact
Reinforcing
interdependency between
productivity and
community package

Commitment to at least
the minimum integrated
approach (all elements
for each package)

Field level delivery is
context specific and
customized

Increased harmonization
of company and PPP
programs to WCF
CocoaAction strategy

CocoaAction Vision: Towards a rejuvenated cocoa
sector
LONGER-TERM
OUTCOMES

SHORTER-TERM
OUTCOMES

OUTPUTS

ACTIONS

CocoaAction Results Framework
A rejuvenated
and economically viable
cocoa sector providing increased
opportunities to cocoa farmers
and their communities

IMPACT
LONGER-TERM
OUTCOMES
Results of CocoaAction,
plus farm communities,
industry, and
governments
over time.

SHORTER-TERM
OUTCOMES

Increased cocoa productivity and income
for cocoa farmers and their families
PRODUCTIVITY

Improved quality of life in
cocoa farming communities
THRIVING
COMMUNITIES

Productivity Package Adoption
Good
Agricultural
Practices

Improved
Planting
Material

Fertilizer and
Soil Fertility

NEXT GENERATION
FARMERS

Community Package Adoption
Primary
Education

Child
Labor
Prevention

Women’s
Empowerment

Alignment with Governments

OUTPUTS
Immediate, measurable
results and effects of the
collective actions of
CocoaAction companies.

ACTIONS
CocoaAction
Companies’
Actions
Inputs
Training
Programs

Good Agricultural
Practices

Planting
Material

Fertilizer

Education

Child Labor

Women’s
Empowerment

Aligned Activities of CocoaAction Companies
CocoaAction company programs and actions are aligned to achieve
coordinated delivery of Productivity and Community Packages..

CocoaAction Partners
Productivity Package
Activities

CocoaAction Partners
Community Package
Activities
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CocoaAction Longer-Term Outcomes (post-2020)
LONGER-TERM OUTCOMES

INCREASED PRODUCTIVITY
Higher cocoa yields for farmers.

INCREASED INCOME FROM COCOA
Higher cocoa revenues for farm households.

THRIVING COMMUNITIES
Literacy rates increase, women are influential in the
community and farmer organizations, and child
labor in cocoa is eliminated.

NEXT GENERATION FARMERS
A rejuvenated cocoa sector and thriving
communities lead to the success of next-generation
professional farmers.

CocoaAction Shorter-Term Outcomes (2020)
OUTCOMES

Good Agricultural Practices
Farmers adopt a minimum number of good agricultural practices.

Planting Materials
Farmers adopt recommended planting materials to rehabilitate a
minimum percentage of old cocoa trees.

Fertilizer
Farmers adopt recommended fertilizer and soil fertility practices
on their farms.

KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
Number of farmers applying a minimum number of Good
Agriculture Practices. (disaggregated by gender)

Number of farmers adopting recommended planting material to
rehabilitate a minimum percentage of old or non-productive cocoa
trees. (disaggregated by gender)
Number of farmers adopting recommended fertilizer and soil
fertility practices on their farms.
(disaggregated by gender)

Child Labor

Number of children participating in child labor as defined by the
ILO Convention no 182.

Women’s Empowerment

Number of women in leadership positions in farmer organizations
(trainers, lead farmers, extension workers).

Child labor decreases.

Women are increasingly influential within the community and
farmer organizations, share in decision-making in households,
and benefit from income-generating activities.

Primary Education
Enrollment, attendance, literacy and numeracy level of schoolaged children in primary schools increases.

Percentage of school age children regularly attending school.

CocoaAction Results Framework
A rejuvenated
and economically viable
cocoa sector providing increased
opportunities to cocoa farmers
and their communities

IMPACT
LONGER-TERM
OUTCOMES
Results of CocoaAction,
plus farm communities,
industry, and
governments
over time.

SHORTER-TERM
OUTCOMES

Increased cocoa productivity and income
for cocoa farmers and their families

Improved quality of life in
cocoa farming communities
THRIVING
COMMUNITIES

PRODUCTIVITY

Productivity Package Adoption
Good
Agricultural
Practices

Improved
Planting
Material

Fertilizer and
Soil Fertility

NEXT GENERATION
FARMERS

Community Package Adoption
Primary
Education

Child
Labor
Prevention

Women’s
Empowerment

Alignment with Governments

OUTPUTS
Immediate, measurable
results and effects of the
collective actions of
CocoaAction companies.

ACTIONS
CocoaAction
Companies’
Actions
Inputs
Training
Programs

Good Agricultural
Practices

Planting
Material

Fertilizer

Education

Child Labor

Women’s
Empowerment

Aligned Activities of CocoaAction Companies
CocoaAction company programs and actions are aligned to achieve
coordinated delivery of Productivity and Community Packages..

CocoaAction Partners
Productivity Package
Activities

CocoaAction Partners
Community Package
Activities
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Lunch & Cocoa Sustainability Fair
Dansk Industri Foyer

“Perspectives on CocoaAction from
Farmers, Retailer & Civil Society”
Moderator: Andrew Brooks, Outspan Ivoire S.A.
Farmers:

Retailers:

Doumbien Assata Fanny, Farmer
Cooperative President, Méagui, Côte
d’Ivoire

Brian Sønderby Sundstrup, Coop
Denmark

Sandra Naana Ankomah, Cocoa
Farmer, Ghana

NGOs:
Frank Mechielson, Oxfam Novib

Theophilis Tamakloe, Assinman
Young Cocoa Farmers Association,
Ghana

Torben Erbrath, BDSI Association of
German Confectionary Industry

Click Photo to Play Video

Interactive Sessions
Break into Small Groups

Meeting Rooms
11

15

13

17

Cocoa Break

“Report Back on Interactive Sessions”
Moderator:
Sonja Patscheke, FSG
Panelists:
Paul Macek, World Cocoa Foundation
Sona Ebai, World Cocoa Foundation
Suzanne Ngo-Eyok, World Cocoa Foundation
Tim McCoy, World Cocoa Foundation

Session: Productivity Package
Questions

Issues discussed

Recommendations

What was the most important
thing you heard? Key takeaways and/or learnings.

• First time holistic look at productivity
• All of the different projects monitoring the same key indicators
• Providing information that was not available before

What would you like to hear
more about? Are there
elements that are less clear?

• Possible dependence on private
industry programs
• Need to ensure that along with
training, there is adoption
• Resources and cost required

• Develop exit / sustainability strategy to
transfer ownership
• Identify clear plans and metrics for
farmer behavior change / adoption
• Greater transparency on industry and
WCF investment

How would you like to see
report outs of progress,
milestones and updates?

• Real-time learning in order to adapt
and adjust programs along the way
• Milestones to 2020 and what we can
expect along the way (what data when)
• Impacts of productivity on community
development factors

• Open source system to share information,
immediacy of data and results
• Outline and public action plan of
milestones
• External validators that can qualify
results and impacts

What additional actions/
priorities would you envision
needing or are missing within
the CA framework for
productivity?

• Not enough data to build a legitimate
equation to raise farmer incomes
• Unclear how this platform is going to
run / execution
• Clearer role of environmental “planet”
impacts

• Need additional data (supply, price
anticipation, etc.) to do so
• Develop clear action plans that are
distinct for Ghana and CdI
• Embed these elements into the
productivity package

What does progress look like
for productivity by 2020?
What are potential obstacles
based on your own experience?

•
•
•
•

Clearly identified new skills (farmers, youth, throughout supply chain)
Rejuvenated farmers! living above the poverty line
Strengthened cooperatives and linkages between economic / labor models
GAP as part of the farmer’s DNA; increased yields / lower costs

Key take-aways
• Context of implementation is important (Ghana vs. CdI execution will vary)
• More diligence required on existing status quo (current skills, land use inventory, etc.)
©World Cocoa Foundation 2014 | All rights reserved

Session: Community Development Package
Questions
What was the most important
thing you heard? Key takeaways and/or learnings.

What would you like to hear
more about? Are there
elements that are less clear?

How would you like to see
report outs of progress,
milestones and updates?
What additional actions/
priorities would you envision
needing or are missing within
the CA framework for
community development?
What does progress look like
for community development
by 2020? What are potential
obstacles based on your own
experience and possibly from
other sectors/countries?

Issues discussed

Recommendations

• Alignment and common
voice/language/approach
• Diverse perspectives including farmers
and retailers

• Provide more information on a concrete
CocoaAction action plan
• Align on and understand KPI’s –
underlying issues and methodology
• Incorporate consumer education

• What’s new versus alignment of
CocoaAction with existing programs
• How will CocoaAction scale?
• Issues not addressed: environment,
capacity building such as with schools
or coops

• Capture learnings and what become best
practices
• Address inclusiveness including in
communications and governance
• Alignment with additional partners

• Multiple audiences
• Frequency
• Transparency and explanation of what
can’t be shared

• Fact sheet
• Communications package with briefing
to share information among/within
organizations
• Videoconferencing

• Package doesn’t comprehensively
cover community development
• Resources and capacity are finite and
have dependencies

• Set and manage to priorities; keep focus
• Enable build out of additional elements
from the core
• Provide information on why areas
chosen and rename “Core Community
Development Package”

• Balance of strategic and operational
• Inclusiveness versus action
• Cultural obstacles

• Local buy in and ownership – such as
design process involvement and
sustainable local investments
• Incorporate risk management
• Consistent and appropriate
communications with multiple audiences
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Session: Measuring Progress Toward Sustainability
Questions

What was the most important
thing you heard? Key take-aways
and/or learnings.

What would you like to hear more
about? Are there elements that
are less clear?

How would you like to see report
outs of progress, milestones and
updates?

What additional actions/
priorities would you envision
needing or are missing within the
CA framework for M&E?

What does progress look like for
M&E by 2020? What are
potential obstacles based on your
own experience and possibly from
other sectors/countries?

Issues discussed

•

This is a means to and end: Improving industry
performance.

•

This is not being done in isolation; there is an effort to
align with others.

•

Are you asking additional questions about why a KPI is
changing?

•

Who will be targeted in measuring? Example, child
labor for all children or only cocoa community’s
children?

Recommendations

•

Would like to see more of the
framework: Show more of the
indicators that are in the framework.

•

Women’s empowerment measured how? Leadership?
Or income increase measured?

Want more transparency about
experts engaged from across
organizations..

•

Make sure to measure what is
important to farm-level sustainability.

•

Want to see a sharing of understanding of cause-andeffect.

• Want reports, but also accessible data
shared.

•

Need to see ‘yes, or no because…’

•

Don’t make too much measurement a
burden on farmers.

•

Would like to see more of the expertise in M&E that has
been developed through expensive work and learning to
be shared transparently.

•

Want to see “quality” of results
measured, not just numbers.

•

•

Why do the indicators not mention pesticides as a
needed input?

Want to see measurement of impact
on satisfaction of farmers.

•

Key takeaways that can be shared publicly - major
changes.

•

What we learned about progress in cocoa communities.

•

Not just successful projects, but across countries and
communities, are we making a positive difference?

•
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Session: Inspiration for Innovation
Questions

Issues discussed

Recommendations

What was the most important thing
you heard? Key take-aways and/or
learnings.

• hearing from the farmers, and those on the
ground
• Engaging the youth

• Stakeholder meetings including farmers:
bottom up approach

What would you like to hear more
about? Are there elements that are
less clear?

• CocoaAction
• Based on agricultural “best practices”//GAP

• Want to see integrated the “best practices”
from companies/other farmers/other regions
into CocoaAction

• 12 Core group invited, need to engage with
the broader stakeholders

• bi-annual stakeholder meetings with open
discussions and platforms for collaboration
• make “implementation guidelines” &
“manuals” available for use

What additional actions/ priorities
would you envision needing or are
missing within the CA framework
for innovation?

• How CocoaAction integrates with the
larger/ongoing WCF programs and the
current company programs
• Need to look at traditional/regional leaders
to circulate messages
• Diversification

• Want to see integrated the “best practices”
from companies/other farmers/other regions
into CocoaAction
• Companies to use marketing tools to farming
• Appeal to young farmers using “hip/attractive”
/bringing it into the 21st century
• Engaging farmers with 21st century tools &
youth farmer clubs

What does progress look like for
innovation by 2020? What are
potential obstacles based on your
own experience and possibly from
other sectors/countries?

• Lack of transparency
• Poor reporting
• How do you become a part of CocoaAction
as a stakeholder?
• Building of strategic partnership

• Conducive forum where information is shared
and where innovation can thrive
• Maintaining & frequently updating the
CocoaAction portion of the website

How would you like to see report
outs of progress, milestones and
updates?

-

Key take-aways

• Bottom up approach and building strategic partnership
• Use innovation to make farming attractive enough to the youth
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“The Path Forward: Principles to Drive
Sustainability”
Moderator:
Lucas Simons, NewForesight
Panelists:
Alex Bruijnis, Ministry of Economic Affairs,
the Netherlands
Bruce Wise, International Finance Corporation
Don Seville, Sustainable Food Lab
Edouard N’guessan, Le Conseil du Café-Cacao
Stephen Opuni, Ghana Cocoa Board

Next Partnership Meeting

Washington, D.C.
June 30 - July 1, 2015
# WCFPM

